OVERTREATING
A "positive" culture may be difficult to ignore and diagnostic stewardship cannot eliminate all overculturing. We need strategies to combat the misconceptions that may lead to overtreatment.
A "Positive" Test Result Equates With Disease
True interpretation of a diagnostic test requires understanding pretest probability, baseline prevalence, specificity, and sensitivity. Having this level of knowledge for a single diagnostic test is difficult; for every test, Herculean. Furthermore, when interpreting results, providers may not have access to all information (for example, the reason a culture was ordered). In this scenario, clinicians may assume good reasons for testing and treat a "positive" culture with antibiotics, even if the patient currently lacks an indication for treatment. Although improved communication could help, cognitive biases further influence test interpretation even when all information is available. The microbiology laboratory can help clinicians by using the most appropriate diagnostic tests and framing results in a manner that informs decision-making, such as "no MRSA present" or "This result may represent asymptomatic bacteriuria."
Every Diagnosis Requires Medical Treatment
Physicians may assume patients desire antibiotic treatment. Even when patients and providers recognize that antibiotics are unlikely to be helpful, providers may feel they should do something.
SOLUTIONS
The Appendix Table ( available at Annals.org) shows sociobehavioral strategies and system nudges to help clinicians avoid overuse of microbiological testing.
Sociobehavioral Strategies
Sociobehavioral strategies are directed at the capacity of an individual clinician to make decisions or the social context in which decision making occurs. Often, these strategies require education, a change in social norms, and time. First, we must recognize the urge to culture and identify the reason behind it-are we treating the patient or provider uncertainty?
Second, we must address the social norms underpinning the culture of culturing by modeling and modifying the expectations of those around us. Social norms are difficult to change, but certain strategies may help. For example, a 2-question rapid-algorithm combating organizational norms and common myths reduced inappropriate urine culturing and improved diagnosis of catheter-associated urinary tract infection (8) . Other potential strategies include structured "time-outs," checklists, mindfulness, cognitive behavioral training, public commitment, improving handoffs, and ensuring clinicians are comfortable questioning test utility (8, 9) .
System Nudges
In the chaotic world of clinical decision making, time pressure may trump best intentions. Fortunately, well-designed nudges can be used to systematically improve testing and treatment without usurping physician autonomy. Examples include automatic rejection of inappropriate cultures, removing overused cultures from order sets, strategic defaults, framing or selectively hiding culture results, and suggesting easy-toorder alternatives when inappropriate cultures are suspected (3, 10) .
CONCLUSION
Understanding the mental models and social contexts that drive overuse of microbiological testing is key to reducing overdiagnosis and overtreatment of infection. With a combination of sociobehavioral fixes and welldesigned system nudges, we can reduce indiscriminate culturing, limit antibiotic overuse, and improve patient outcomes. 
